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WHAT’S NEW

H&H Women’s Novelty
Bunny Onesie $39 from
The Warehouse.

GBS Bunny With
Truffle Balls 155g $7
from The Warehouse.

Kmart Polka Dot Carry Tin
(with eggs) $10

Kmart Easter Plush with
Marshmallows – $6

Kmart Easter
Marshmallow Pops
$1.50 each.

Waikato Valley Hollow
Egg with Ribbon $8
from The Warehouse. Paint & Eat Eggs $8 from

The Warehouse.

Smarties Chicken $6
from The Warehouse.

Maltesers MaltEaster Mini
Bunnies with Ceramic Mug
92g $15 from The
Warehouse.

Kmart Dino Carry Tin (with
eggs) $10.

Easter Bunnies $29.99
each from The
Warehouse.

HOP TO IT: You have a week to fill your basket with eggs for the bunny run
on Easter Sunday. Don’t be an egg and disappoint the kids (especially the big
ones) in your life — stock up this weekend.

■ TO submit a new product or service for this column send information to
Belinda Kerr, Level 1, The Dominion Post, PO Box 3740, Wellington, 6140, or
email details to:

Belinda.Kerr@fairfaxmedia.co.nz

Modern home
draws on past

Smart move: When the property market slumped, Brynn McCauley looked to move a house on to his beachside site rather than build.

FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Plying trade:
McCauley has
cleverly
recycled
plywood from
the original in
his kitchen
cabinetry; he
thinks it’s
most likely
cedar.

Benchmark:
The toe kick
and board
above the
benchtop in
the kitchen is
recycled cedar
ply.

‘‘WE popped the house under the eves so
that we didn’t change the roof form.
Patience’s design was an expression of
functionalism where the walls were
pushed out past the gable to express that
element of design, a modernist approach,
But the design was quite modular over
the front, quite compartmentalised and
we’ve changed that, still respecting the
original.’’

Built-in furniture that came with the
house, a tradition of modernist
architecture, has been carefully reused, so
a wooden low-profile cabinet in the
lounge has been removed from the wall,
put on industrial castors and returned to
the room.

‘‘When I was working inside I came
across an area where the five kids growth
had been recorded, as families still do
today. Records dated from 1955 to 1967,
they were very tall boys, over six feet, I’ve
kept that, I’ve put a square around the
measurements, I believe they were the
Kelly family, I’d love for them to see their
old family home in its retirement at the
beach.’’

In that same search for history,
McCauley would like to locate the son of
Maurice Patience, to offer details about
the house and perhaps get more
information, a connection he hopes still
to make. It’s been a labour of love and
complete commitment but the results are
inspiring. The 50s house makeover
perfectly respects the original yet
provides contemporary family living for
today.

‘‘Yes, I think I have achieved what I set
out to do, and perhaps Maurice Patience
would feel it was OK too.’’


